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Abstract

Although it is in the Tropics where nearly half of the world population lives and infectious disease burden is highest, little is known about the impact of influenza pandemics in this area. We investigated the mortality impact of the 2009 influenza pandemic relative to mortality rates from various outcomes in pre-pandemic years throughout a wide range of latitudes encompassing the entire tropical, and part of the subtropical, zone of the Southern Hemisphere (+5 N to −35 S) by focusing on a country with relatively uniform health care, disease surveillance, immunization and mitigation policies: Brazil. To this end, we analyzed laboratory-confirmed deaths and vital statistics mortality beyond pre-pandemic levels for each Brazilian state. Pneumonia, influenza and respiratory mortality were significantly higher during the pandemic, affecting predominantly adults aged 25 to 65 years. Overall, there were 2,273 and 2,787 additional P&I- and respiratory deaths during the pandemic, corresponding to a 5.2% and 2.7% increase, respectively, over average pre-pandemic annual mortality. However, there was a marked spatial structure in mortality that was independent of socio-demographic indicators and inversely related with income: mortality was progressively lower towards equatorial regions, where low or no difference from pre-pandemic mortality levels was identified. Additionally, the onset of pandemic-associated mortality was progressively delayed in equatorial states. Unexpectedly, there was no additional mortality from circulatory causes. Comparing disease burden reliably across regions is critical in those areas marked by competing health priorities and limited resources. Our results suggest, however, that tropical regions of the Southern Hemisphere may have been disproportionally less affected by the pandemic, and that climate may have played a key role in this regard. These findings have a direct bearing on global estimates of pandemic burden and the assessment of the role of immunological, socioeconomic and environmental drivers of the transmissibility and severity of this pandemic.

Introduction

Novel influenza virus with pandemic potential emerge every few decades, and the fear of rapid global transmission of a deadly pathogen, as experienced in the tragic influenza pandemic of 1918, has shaped research and public health policies in this area. In late April 2009, a novel swine-origin A/H1N1 influenza pandemic virus was identified in Mexico and the US [1] and disseminated globally within weeks [2]. By mid-June, there were over 35,000 cases reported in more than 70 countries and nearly two hundred laboratory-confirmed deaths [2], especially among younger adults, prompting the World Health Organization to declare the first influenza pandemic in over 40 years [3].

Despite successful efforts to characterize the epidemiology of this pandemic in temperate areas of the Southern Hemisphere [4,5,6,7,8,9], little is known about spatial patterns of pandemic disease impact and dynamics in the tropical zone. The drivers of influenza seasonality in inter-pandemic periods have remained a long-standing enigma in the Tropics [10], and even less is known about pandemic patterns in this region. Yet it is in the tropics where nearly half of the world population lives, where infectious disease burden is highest, and where access to proper health care systems is most frequently lacking.

Brazil offers a unique opportunity to investigate spatio-temporal patterns in pandemic dynamics and impact in a large population dispersed across a wide range of tropical and subtropical latitudes, yet exposed to relatively uniform health care and surveillance systems, immunization policies, as well as to the same preparedness and mitigation efforts. In this study we characterize the
mortality impact and dissemination patterns of the 2009 influenza pandemic across Brazil and investigate the role of geographic, demographic, and economic factors. We find evidence of a robust latitudinal gradient, spanning over 40° of latitude, both in the onset of pandemic-associated mortality and in the mortality impact of the pandemic relative to pre-pandemic years that was independent of socio-demographic factors and inversely related with income. Additionally, our findings suggest a key role of climate on the spatio-temporal dynamics of the pandemic in this region of the world, and indicate that the mortality burden of the 2009 pandemic in the Tropics may have been substantially lower than currently suggested.

Materials and Methods

Mortality and Demographic Data

We analyzed publicly available mortality datasets from two independent sources: vital statistics maintained by the Brazilian Ministry of Health (1996–2010) and laboratory-confirmed pandemic A/H1N1pdm deaths compiled by Brazil’s National Surveillance Information System of Notifiable Diseases (SINAN) as of March 2012.

Vital statistics. Monthly vital statistics from the Mortality Information System (SIM) of the Brazilian Ministry of Health [11] were aggregated by state (27 administrative units: 26 states and the Federal District), age (<5, 5–14, 15–24, 25–44, 45–64, and >64 years), and cause of death (as coded by ICD10; [12]). We included data going back to 1996 to allow for estimation of a pre-pandemic baseline against which to compare pandemic-related mortality patterns. Considering previous work showing that pneumonia and influenza (hereafter P&I) deaths are the most specific endpoint for studying influenza-related mortality [13,14], we focused our analysis on P&I deaths (ICD10: J09–J18.9). We also analyzed deaths from sensitive outcomes, including all deaths from respiratory (ICD10: J-coded deaths) and circulatory (ICD10: I-coded deaths) causes, as these outcomes have been linked to influenza mortality [15]. Vital statistics are uniformly and systematically collected throughout the year and covered approximately 93% of the population in 2008 [11]. Regional differences in coverage ranged from 83.1% in the Northern Region to 96.7% in Southeastern Region (data available for 2008; [11]). The only state where coverage was 100% was the Federal District, in the Central Western region of Brazil. Although small, these differences were taken into account to adjust the estimates of pandemic-associated mortality (see ‘Data Analysis’ for details).

Laboratory-confirmed deaths. In Brazil, notification and testing of suspected pandemic A/H1N1pdm influenza cases and deaths was mandatory [16,17]. Initially, case-definition was restricted to inpatients and outpatients presenting with fever higher than 38°C, cough, and close contact with an infected person or recent travel to countries with confirmed cases. However, as transmission became widespread (after epidemiological week 28 of 2009, July 16), mandatory notification and laboratory investigation were restricted to all patients presenting with severe acute respiratory infections (SARI), including fever, cough, and dyspnoea or death [17]. Nationwide notification of cases and deaths was made through a national web-based reporting system. Respiratory specimen collection and diagnosis was performed by the National Influenza Surveillance System, a network of 62 sentinel units established in 2000 to monitor virus circulation systematically in all Brazilian states. Specimen collection was standardized throughout the country and testing of respiratory specimens for A/H1N1pdm by real-time RT-PCR was centralized at three reference laboratories (Instituto Adolfo Lutz; Instituto Evandro Chagas; Fundação Oswaldo Cruz) [17].

Population Estimates. Population estimates for each state and age group, demographic density and the proportion of the population in urban areas were obtained from the Brazilian Institute of Geography Statistics (IBGE; censuses 1993, 2001 and 2010). Annual population data were calculated by spline interpolation of census data.

Data analysis. Our analysis focused on quantifying pandemic mortality burden relative to pre-pandemic mortality in the first year of A/H1N1pdm circulation in each Brazilian state and identifying state-specific timing of the onset of pandemic-associated mortality. Pandemic-related mortality was estimated for the period from June 1, 2009 to May 30, 2010, covering a full year of pandemic virus circulation. However, the mortality datasets were also inspected until the end of 2010 to enable the detection of subsequent pandemic waves.

Vital statistics series were used to estimate the anomalous mortality burden caused by the pandemic, which we define as the mortality levels observed during the pandemic year above those expected over the entire course (including all seasons) of an average non-pandemic year. Laboratory-confirmed data provided a measure of the mortality burden specific to the A/H1N1pdm strain, with the caveat that such data is likely to underestimate mortality, as it may be prone to detection biases and does not capture deaths caused by secondary complications, when viral detection is no longer possible. Laboratory-confirmed pandemic deaths were also used to define the onset of A/H1N1pdm mortality in each Brazilian state.

Expected mortality in the absence of a pandemic was determined for each state based on monthly mortality data from pre-pandemic years (1996–2008) by using a Serfling-type periodic regression model [18] that did not involve the a priori definition and subsequent exclusion of epidemic seasons. The baseline model was then extrapolated to the pandemic period (2009–2010) and compared with observed mortality in the pandemic months. This modeling process involved three steps. First, we calculated a secular trend in mortality by fitting a linear or quadratic polynomial (the latter when model fit increased by at least 3%) that maximized the fit between observations and model. We then estimated pre-pandemic (1996–2008) seasonal variation by decomposing the detrended time series into its constituent Fourier series of harmonics. The model can be described formally as:

\[
Y_t = x_0 + x_1 t + x_2 t^2 + \gamma_1 \cos\left(\frac{2\pi t}{12}\right) + \delta_1 \sin\left(\frac{2\pi t}{12}\right) + \gamma_2 \cos\left(\frac{2\pi t}{6}\right) + \delta_2 \sin\left(\frac{2\pi t}{6}\right) + \gamma_3 \cos\left(\frac{2\pi t}{3}\right) + \delta_3 \sin\left(\frac{2\pi t}{3}\right) + \varepsilon(t),
\]

where \(Y_t\) is mortality at month \(t\), \(x_1 t\) and \(x_2 t^2\) the linear and quadratic secular trends, \(\gamma\) and \(\delta\) the regression coefficients of the periodic (annual, semi-annual and quarterly) components and \(\varepsilon(t)\) a normally-distributed error term. By summing up the periodic components and the secular trend, we obtained a seasonal-trend model (baseline) for the original series. Finally, to distinguish between epidemiologically significant departures from expected (pre-pandemic) mortality levels and year-to-year random variations [18] the model incorporated a 95% confidence interval, so only values lying outside this interval in the pandemic period were considered to determine the additional pandemic mortality. Model residuals were visually inspected to ensure that seasonality and trends had been appropriately removed.

It is important to note that the methodology employed here to calculate baseline mortality does not discard those deaths from
pre-pandemic periods of seasonal influenza activity, and quantifies pandemic mortality burden influenza as that above and beyond the burden of seasonal epidemics in each state. Excess pandemic mortality thus represents the ‘anomalous’ mortality during the pandemic (after taking into account trend, seasonality and usual variability from previous years), and not necessarily the total mortality burden of the A/H1N1 pandemic strain. Additionally, because mortality in the pandemic period is compared to that in pre-pandemic years within a same state, potential differences in reporting levels among states are not relevant for our analyses because there is no reason to expect that vital statistics collection would be geographically biased only in the pandemic year. In those cases where these differences are relevant (for absolute estimates of additional pandemic deaths), we adjusted our estimates in each state by using official underreporting estimates for each state [11]. In addition, we also calculated the monthly z-scores of the additional pandemic mortality (representing the number of standard deviations above baseline observed during the pandemic period in each state) as a further standardized measure of pandemic mortality to be compared among states.

**Spatiotemporal Analysis**

The onset of laboratory-confirmed pandemic deaths and the estimates of pandemic-associated mortality were analyzed in relation to the latitude of the state capital. Because the relationship between latitude and mortality can be confounded by social and demographic factors that also vary with latitude in Brazil (Table S1), we compiled data on population size, density, the ratio of young adults to seniors (15–55 years of age vs. ≥65 years), proportion of the population living in rural areas, and distance from the state where the first laboratory-confirmed death was reported. The latter factors were analyzed in general linear models adjusting for latitude. Analyses were conducted using Epipoi (http://www.epipoi.info, a software for the analysis of epidemic times series written with Matlab R2007 scripts by WJA), and IBM SPSS Statistics v.17. *P*-values are two-tailed.

**Results**

**National Pandemic Mortality Patterns**

The pandemic surveillance system captured 2,179 laboratory-confirmed deaths from late May 2009 (week 21) to May 2010 (week 21), corresponding to a laboratory-confirmed mortality rate of 1.15 deaths per 100,000 inhabitants. The highest death rates were among adults aged 25–64 years, as measured by laboratory-confirmed data, as well as by the respiratory and P&I deaths above baseline levels in non-pandemic years (Fig.1). All measures consistently indicated that seniors over 65 years were largely spared (Fig.1). The rate of laboratory-confirmed mortality in young children, particularly newborns (<1 year), was high, although this was not seen in excess P&I and respiratory deaths.

There were 2,273 and 2,787 P&I- and respiratory-associated deaths in Brazil during the pandemic in addition to those expected over the entire course of an average year (~1.2 and 1.5 additional deaths/100,000, respectively), corresponding respectively to a 5.2% and 2.7% annual increase over average pre-pandemic mortality levels (average of approximately 43,500 and 103,000 annual P&I and respiratory deaths, respectively, from 2006 to 2009). Figure 2 shows the mortality series for the most affected age groups. The spike in mortality coincided with the pandemic period (shaded). There was no additional mortality in 2009 or 2010 from circulatory (Fig.2), cerebrovascular, and ischemic heart diseases (data not shown).

![Figure 1. Age-specific mortality rates in Brazil (May 2009– Apr 2010) based on laboratory-confirmed pandemic deaths and mortality from vital statistics. Note that respiratory and P&I mortality rates (representing the sum of residuals outside the 95% C.I. defining baseline mortality in pre-pandemic years) capture the impact of the pandemic beyond that of annual epidemics, and do not represent total mortality of the 2009 A/H1N1 pandemic strain. There were no excess deaths from circulatory causes.](http://www.plosone.org/doi/10.1371/journal.pone.0041918.g001)

**Progressively Milder Mortality Impact in Lower Latitudes**

There was a consistent latitudinal gradient in laboratory-confirmed mortality rates and the anomalous levels of P&I mortality during the pandemic year (Fig.3), with pandemic impact gradually decreasing from the South to the North Brazil (regression of 2009–2010 death rate against latitude, \( p = 0.001, r^2_{\text{adj}} = 0.38 \) for laboratory confirmed deaths and \( p = 0.001, r^2_{\text{adj}} = 0.42 \) for additional P&I deaths). The analysis was also significant when restricted to 2009 only (Box S1). Additionally, a significant association between the mean z-scores of pandemic mortality in each state during 2009–2010 and latitude was observed \( (F_{1,25} = 7.8, \ p = 0.01, \ r^2_{\text{adj}} = 0.21) \), confirming the observation that lower latitude states (closer to the equatorial region) experienced lower deviation from baseline mortality during the pandemic period. Visual inspection of Fig.3 suggested that the relationship was stronger in those states below latitude 15°S. Indeed, there was a strong latitudinal gradient in pandemic-
Figure 2. Monthly mortality series, Brazil, 1996–2010. The blue line represents observed mortality among adults aged 25–55 years and the red lines represent the 95% CI of the seasonal-trend mortality model calculated from 1996 to 2008, and extrapolated up to 2010. Positive and negative residuals (black bars) represent positive and negative differences between the data and the 95% CI. Excess mortality was calculated as the sum of residuals within the pandemic period (shaded area).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0041918.g002

Next, we assessed whether the observed gradient in pandemic mortality may be confounded by social and demographic factors. We modeled mortality rates as a function of latitude, after controlling for the effect of population size, demographic density, proportion of the population living in urban areas, distance from the presumed start of the pandemic and age structure of the population (Box S2). The effect of latitude on mortality remained significant in all models and explained the largest proportion of variance in state-specific laboratory-confirmed influenza mortality rates and pandemic-associated P&I mortality rates (Tables S2 and S3). We also investigated the possibility that the A/H1N1pdm virus became less virulent over time, so that those states hit earliest experienced highest mortality. However, the association between latitude and pandemic mortality remained significant after adjusting for differences in the timing of pandemic onset, thus weakening this hypothesis ($r^2_{adj} = 0.35, p = 0.004$ for laboratory-confirmed deaths and $r^2_{adj} = 0.44, p<0.001$, for pandemic-associated P&I deaths).

Progressively Later Onset of Pandemic-associated Mortality in Lower Latitudes

The analysis of national pandemic-associated P&I mortality data including all age groups, as well as the most affected age groups (25–55 years), demonstrated that pandemic mortality peaked approximately in August in the Southern Hemisphere winter season (Fig.4A). Mortality aggregation at the country level hides, however, important geographical differences in pandemic dynamics. Accordingly, the analysis of pandemic-associated mortality onset in each state, as measured by laboratory-based surveillance data, revealed a robust latitudinal gradient across Brazil, with a Northward progression in pandemic timing in 2009 ($F= 15.1, p = 0.001, r^2 = 0.40$) (Fig.5). Also, some states of the coastal northern and northeastern states in low latitude regions did

...
not report laboratory-confirmed deaths until 2010 (yellow and orange circles in Fig.5, see also map). A Northward progression of pandemic mortality was also evident if these states were included in an analysis of pandemic onset during 2009–2010 ($r^2 = 0.33$, $p = 0.001$). Similarly, the latitudinal gradient in pandemic onset was maintained when the analysis was limited to the period after local transmission became widespread (change in case-definition from week 28 onwards, $F=8.7$, $p = 0.007$, $r^2 = 0.26$). These patterns were additionally confirmed by the analysis of P&I mortality from vital statistics, which showed that peak times in pandemic-associated mortality were earliest in the South of Brazil (Fig.4B). Further, the analysis of all laboratory-confirmed deaths showed that most deaths in 2009 occurred in the Southern and Southeastern states, coinciding with the winter in those regions (Fig.6). In contrast, deaths identified later in 2009 and 2010 occurred predominantly in the Northern and Northeastern states, coinciding with the rainy season in these regions (Fig.6).

Figure 3. Latitudinal gradient in pandemic-associated mortality in Brazil. Laboratory-confirmed pandemic death rates (a) and P&I mortality rates in excess of pre-pandemic baseline mortality (including seasonal epidemics) (b) from June 01, 2009 to May 30, 2010 in each state (all age groups). The size of the data points is proportional to the population of each state. The same colors are used to show each state on the graph and map.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0041918.g003
The size of the data points is proportional to the population of each state. The same colors are used to show each state on the graph and map.

Figure 5. Geographical patterns in timing of pandemic mortality in Brazil: week of the first lab-confirmed death by state. The size of the data points is proportional to the population of each state. The same colors are used to show each state on the graph and map.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0041918.g005

Discussion

Our investigation of the spatio-temporal patterns in pandemic dynamics in a large population exposed to uniform immunization and mitigation policies and dispersed across a broad region encompassing the entire tropical, and part of the subtropical, zone of the Southern Hemisphere revealed a robust spatial pattern in mortality, with progressively lower and later pandemic-related mortality impact near equatorial areas. The patterns observed were consistent for two independent state-specific datasets, including laboratory-confirmed influenza deaths and pandemic-related mortality derived from a time series model of both specific (P&I) and sensitive (respiratory) outcomes, lending support to our conclusions. These findings are of relevance for understanding the impact of the 2009 influenza pandemic in Brazil and, if confirmed in other equatorial zones, can also affect estimates of pandemic impact globally (which so far assumed similar or even higher burden in tropical and low income regions [19]), as well as the assessment of the relative role of immunological and environmental factors on the transmissibility and severity of this pandemic.

To our knowledge this is the first study reporting both a robust latitudinal gradient in pandemic mortality and timing and consistently milder pandemic mortality impact in equatorial regions, where little or no difference from pre-pandemic mortality levels was observed. Several factors make it unlikely that such gradients stemmed from differences in reporting and collection efforts among states or from methodological biases. First, the geographic patterns were independent of data sources, study period and type of analysis employed. Particularly, the association between the mortality impact of the pandemic and latitude was strongest in those regions for which the national vital statistics system had best coverage (between latitudes 15–30°S, where coverage was virtually 100%; [11]). The results were also consistent when the analysis was restricted to the period when laboratory investigation was restricted to cases of severe acute respiratory infection, therefore being independent changes in case definition over the course of the period studied. The validation of the results through the analysis of all respiratory deaths, in addition to P&I, additionally speaks against the possibility that the higher pandemic-associated mortality in high latitude areas derived from diagnostic shifts within the respiratory group. The independent validation of the results by laboratory surveillance data also makes it unlikely that they stemmed from putative coding changes. Importantly, coding deficiencies would have to be geographically structured to produce the spatiotemporal patterns observed, a possibility we find unlikely.

Unlike previous efforts, the modeling approach employed here measured pandemic burden relative to typical annual mortality levels within each location (as opposed to absolute pandemic mortality rates of the A/H1N1 pandemic strain). Accordingly, the calculation of baseline mortality included all P&I and respiratory deaths from pre-pandemic years, and did not require the discrimination between those potentially attributable to influenza and to other causes. Incorporating the usual inter-annual variability in the complete mortality series in each location in the baseline model (including that of seasonal epidemics) also made the model suitable for the comparison of mortality across regions with differing seasonality (including tropical areas and regions lacking clearly defined season), as it did not require the a priori definition of epidemic and non-epidemic seasons. Additionally, the analysis was not subject to issues inherent to differentiating influenza-related mortality from deaths caused by other illnesses or pathogens in pre-pandemic years, or with establishing pre-pandemic differences in seasonal influenza burden or the extent of pandemic strain replacement across regions. Here, baseline mortality and its corresponding variability in each state acted as its own control for interstate biases deriving from epidemiological, seasonal or socio-economic confounders.

In this study, the latitudinal gradient in pandemic-associated mortality reported was consistent even after controlling for factors
previously associated with the transmissibility of the pandemic [4,20], including population size, density, age structure, level of urbanization and distance from the presumed start of the pandemic. Interstate differences in mortality could have alternatively derived from economic differences, as better nutrition, health and access to nursing care could translate into lower mortality. However, the lowest burden estimates were in the low income states in the Northeast and North regions, whereas much higher mortality levels were observed in the rich states in the Southeast and South regions. The inverse association between latitude and income in Brazil [21] in this sense speaks against the hypothesis of a prevailing role of low income towards a higher risk of pandemic-associated deaths throughout Brazil. In addition, differences in vaccination and antiviral administration cannot explain geographical differences in pandemic-associated mortality, as in Brazil mitigation efforts were coordinated at a national level and the A/H1N1pdm vaccine was distributed at the end of the second pandemic wave in 2010 [22] (Fig.4A). Overall, our results thus suggest that the observation of a hardly burdened south and milder mortality burden nearer the equatorial region may be associated with regional differences in environmental factors that modify the transmissibility or severity of pandemic-related infections [23], as similarly suggested for seasonal influenza in Brazil [24]. The notion that environmental factors, chiefly climate, may underlie the reported differences in burden is also indicated by the observation of differences in pandemic-associated mortality within the equatorial region itself, as northeastern states were in general characterized by a lower burden than the northern states (Fig.3 and 4B). Considering that influenza epidemics tend to be associated with the rainy season in the low latitude areas of Brazil [25], this pattern might be related to the fact that rainy seasons in the Northern states are longer and more intense than in the Northeastern region of Brazil, where the climate is drier.

Pandemic-related mortality during the first year of circulation of the A/H1N1pdm peaked approximately in August 2009, coinciding with the Southern Hemisphere winter. Although school closures have been associated with reduced influenza transmission [4,20,26], school holidays were relatively uniform throughout Brazil, starting in most states in the first two weeks of July 2009 and ending in the beginning of August 2009. Therefore school patterns are an unlikely driver of these spatio-temporal mortality trends. Conversely, the observation that the peak of pandemic mortality occurred in August 2009 in the Southern states, and progressively later with milder impact towards the North of Brazil echoes the usual timing of seasonal influenza mortality across Brazil [24], whereby Southern Brazil experiences influenza activity during the temperate Southern Hemisphere winter (June–September) and tropical Northern States experience seasonal influenza mortality in the rainier months (early in the year). Given the very long time lag between the onset of fatal pandemic cases in Southern and Northern Brazil (34-week between the earliest and latest states to report A/H1N1pdm fatalities), it is unlikely that these patterns can be fully explained by differences in population movement and connectivity between Brazilian states, or from geographical differences in transmissibility [27]. This reinforces the suggestion that climate was a major driver of the spatiotemporal patterns of pandemic mortality in Brazil, in line with evidence pointing to a link between temperature, humidity and the transmissibility of the 2009 pandemic strain [28].

Although our results did not support the possibility that the A/H1N1pdm virus became less virulent over time, it would be possible that mortality in the first year of A/H1N1 circulation was low, and that a second wave of mortality occurred later in the equatorial regions of Brazil given the later onset in pandemic-associated mortality. The inspection of both P&I and respiratory mortality until the end of 2010 showed, however, that this was not the case (Fig.4); mortality levels were also low throughout 2010, further confirming the notion that equatorial regions of Brazil were less affected by the 2009 pandemic. Further research is, however, needed to determine if the finding of lower pandemic burden in tropical climates can be generalized elsewhere. In a study which found evidence of a possible lower pandemic burden in tropical areas of Africa [29], the authors interpret this finding as being likely due to underreporting [29]. In fact, a recent study estimated that most global pandemic deaths may have occurred in Africa and southeast Asia, yet no direct data on respiratory mortality was available for these areas [19]. Although there is no question about the importance of respiratory infections in developing and tropical areas, the present study raises instead the possibility that pandemic mortality in tropical climates may have been substantially lower than currently suggested.

In contrast to mortality patterns observed in low latitude areas, subtropical and rich states of Southern Brazil were significantly and heavily burdened by the pandemic compared to previous years (in some cases, as in the state of Rio Grande do Sul, with over 3.6 P&I deaths/100,000 inhabitants above the baseline; rightmost circle on Fig.3b), particularly those individuals aged 25 to 65 years (Fig.4). This relatively young age distribution of pandemic-related deaths is consistent with that described in other settings, including Mexico and the US [30,31,32]. It is important to note that, because the objective of our time series modeling was to estimate pandemic impact above the seasonal mortality norm, pandemic-associated mortality rates derived from vital statistics reported here do not represent estimates of the total mortality.
burden of this H1N1pdm strain. There is compelling evidence that the pandemic virus rapidly replaced seasonal influenza viruses in the Southern Hemisphere [33], so strain replacement likely led to lower death rates from seasonal influenza during the pandemic period. This means that a fraction of deaths included in our baseline mortality model included H1N1pdm-associated deaths. Therefore, the absolute excess mortality rates reported likely underestimate the burden of the A/H1N1pdm virus in Brazil, and are not directly comparable with laboratory-confirmed death rates. Still, we believe that the present modeling approach is more telling of the atypical character of an influenza pandemic than the comparison of H1N1pdm mortality estimates including those deaths otherwise potentially attributable to seasonal influenza.

Strain replacement is an unusual phenomena in seasonal influenza dynamics, whereas the potentially higher impact of a pandemic in terms of increased morbidity, mortality and general disruption is what sets it apart from seasonal epidemics for planning and preparedness purposes, enabling the assessment of above average requirements of healthcare services and supplies and the responses needed to cope with abnormal surges of need for medical care.

Comparing disease burden as reliably as possible is critical in areas marked by competing health priorities and limited resources, as is the case of many countries in the equatorial region. In Brazil, pandemic impact rose with distance from the equator independently of social and demographic drivers, suggesting that environmental factors played a key role in driving pandemic impact and onset. We speculate that other regions of the Southern Hemisphere with tropical climates may have been also disproportionally less affected by the pandemic. However, the proposed linkage between pandemic impact, onset, latitude and climate was not obvious until now, so further studies are necessary to confirm our findings. We suggest that such spatial heterogeneities, which go against economic gradients in a broad region of the tropical and subtropical Southern Hemisphere, are considered in global models of pandemic burden.
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